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 The World Health Organization (WHO) reported in 2019 that at least 2.2 
billion people were visual-impairment or blindness. The main problem of 
living for visually impaired people have been facing difficulties in moving 
even indoor or outdoor situations. Therefore, their lives are not safe and 
harmful. In this paper, we proposed an assistive application model based on 
deep learning: YOLOv3 with a Darknet-53 base network for visually 
impaired people on a smartphone. The Pascal VOC2007 and Pascal 
VOC2012 were used for the training set and used Pascal VOC2007 test set 
for validation. The assistive model was installed on a smartphone with an 
eSpeak synthesizer which generates the audio output to the user. The 
experimental result showed a high speed and also high detection accuracy. 
The proposed application with the help of technology will be an effective 
way to assist visually impaired people to interact with the surrounding 
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The visual-impairment or blindness people in the world today is at least 2.2 billion reported by the 
World Health Organization (WHO) on 8 October 2019. The definition of classification of diseases 11(2018) 
classifies vision impairment by visual acuity worse into two groups: distance, and near presenting vision 
impairment. The visual acuity worse presenting between 6/12 and 6/60 of distance is defined as vision 
impairment, whereas visual acuity worse presenting than 3/60 of distance is defined as blindness [1]. One 
difficulty in the daily life of the visually impaired or blind people is living an invisible life indoor or outdoor 
environment. Although, guide dogs or white cane still the most popular tool used for obstacle detectors to 
navigate but the visually impaired people cannot know what things or the name of the obstacles are. A large 
number of people who visually impaired or blinded have been realized for the researcher to find a technology 
or a solution to assist them in their daily life. 
Object detection, image processing and machine learning are some of the popular topics and have 
become rapidly growing fields. Object detection is a computer technology that deals with detecting instances 
of semantic objects of a certain class such as humans, cars, dogs, or traffic signs in digital images and videos. 
Machine learning is a subset of application of artificial intelligence (AI) that subject in the scientific study of 
algorithms and statistical models which provides systems the ability to automatically learn and improve itself 
from experience without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning can be categorized into supervised, 
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semi-supervised or unsupervised. Classification is one of the supervised learning algorithms in machine 
learning category. The classification used in object detection is to classify the object into a certain class that 
has learned. Deep learning is part of a broader family of machine learning methods based on artificial neural 
networks that use multiple layers to progressively extract higher-level features from the raw input. In image 
processing, lower layers of neural networks may identify edges, while higher layers may identify the 
concepts relevant to object in that image such as humans, dogs, cats, or cars. 
In this research, an efficient algorithm in machine learning is proposed. The PASCAL VOC2007 
and the PASCAL VOC2012 data set is used to train the machine. The prototype of the system on the screen 
of the smartphone is developed to find the best assistive model for the visually impaired. The paper is 
organized as follows: after the introduction, literature review, and related works are presented in section 2, 
follow by the research method and proposed experiment in section 3, the result and discussion in section 4. 
Finally, in section 5 we provide conclusive remarks and our future work. 
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK 
 In the past, one of the main tasks of machine learning was to classify things by creating classifiers 
that could classify whether the object in the image was a person or an animal (e.g. dog, cat) or any other 
object. In this era, most researchers had focused on finding and creating effective classifiers, from simple 
linear classifiers that combine features from linear combination until support vector machine (SVM) 
classifier used the kernel function to transform these features into mathematical kernel space. When research 
on the classification of things became saturated, researchers began to move on to more difficult and 
challenging problems, which were "detecting and classifying" what was an interesting object in the image. 
The paper [2] that had known as the pioneer of object recognition which used a convolutional neural network 
(CNN) with gradient-based learning to handwritten character recognition. The breakthrough in computer 
vision, the face detector system by Viola and Jones [3]. The main idea of this research has created a cascade 
classifier and combined it with AdaBoosting learning algorithm instead of using a one classifier. At that time, 
Viola and Jones research paper was considered state-of-the-art for object detection. Due to the limitations of 
the processors that are not fast enough, therefore CNN classifier was not received much attention. In the 
famous annual computer vision competition, imagenet large-scale visual recognition challenge in 2012: 
ILSVRC, Alex and his team presented a deep convolutional neural network architecture called AlexNet [4]. 
AlexNet showed the best performance in the competition. So, CNN is becoming more and more popular, and 
many CNN models and architecture had been improved from the previous AlexNet structure. After that, 
more research that adapted and fine-tuning from the previous architecture had been proposed e.g. VGG [5], 
GoogLeNet which its codenamed was Inception [6], Microsoft ResNet [7] and more.  
The advent of region-based CNNs (R-CNN) which the authors purposed to solved object detection 
problems [8]. The R-CNN processes were split into two steps: region proposal step and the classification 
step. Region proposal step used selection search which proposed region of interest (ROI) and generated 
different 2000 regions then extract feature by CNN named AlexNet. Then, classified each region using linear 
SVMs in the classification step. The same author from R-CNN [9] improved the Fast R-CNN from the  
R-CNN in the problem of speed by used ROI pooling [10] through a ConvNet to extracted the feature and 
used a fully connected layer instead of SVM to classification or recognition. In 2016, Faster R-CNN was 
presented [11]. Faster R-CNN was improved from Fast R-CNN by replacing region proposals with region 
proposal network (RPN) after the last convolutional layer. Faster R-CNN had two outputs: a bounding-box 
offset for each candidate object and a class label of ROI. Mask R-CNN [12] extended Faster R-CNN by 
adding a mask branch to predict a segmentation mask on each ROI while the existing branch for 
classification and bounding box regression.  
All the above of object detectors are the state of the art which based on a two-stage framework: The 
first stage generates region proposal to localize the object in the image, the second stage classifies the object. 
Despite the success of two-stage detectors, one-stage detectors are also applied. Single shot multibox detector 
(SSD) was presented in 2016 [13] which based on standard network architecture: VGG-16. The SSD 
produced a bounding boxes in different aspect ratios and score for each category of presence object.  
Another famous one-stage detector is you only look once (YOLO) [14]. YOLO, a unified 
architecture which straightforward, simple and extremely fast in which the network architecture was inspired 
by GoogleNet, then is called Darknet. The network architecture has 24 convolutional layers working as 
feature extractors and 2 fully connected layers for the predictions in which the framework is trained on the 
ImageNet-1000 dataset. The YOLO architecture [14] showed in Figure 1. The YOLO used algorithms which 
based on regression where the process of detection, localization, and classification the object for the input 
image will take place in a single pass. The YOLO detection system process start by resizes the input image 
into 448 X 448 and then divided into S X S grid cell, then fed into the single convolutional network. Each 
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grid cell predicts B bounding box and confidence score which output of each bounding box consists of 5 
prediction values: offset values (x, y, w, and h) where x and y are the coordinates of the object in the input 
image, w and h are the width and height of the object respectively for each of the bounding box, while the 
last prediction value is confidence score or class probabilities that given in terms of an IOU (intersection over 
union), which should have the object exist in the bounding box. The bounding box which has a high 





Figure 1. The YOLO architecture [14] 
 
 
YOLO or named YOLOv1 has a limitation, that it could not find small objects in the image if they 
appeared as a cluster or group and difficult found in a generalization of objects if the image is different 
dimensions from the trained image. In December 2016, the second version of the YOLO has named YOLOv2 
or YOLO9000 real-time framework for detection categories of the object more than 9000 categories have 
been published [15]. Mainly new thing was to introduce the anchor boxes which are designed for a given 
dataset by using k-means clustering to responsible to predict the bounding box. The architecture of YOLOv2 
used the Darknet-19 architecture with 19 convolutional layers and 5 max-pooling layers and then a softmax 
layer for classification of the objects. YOLOv3: An incremental improvement has been published in April 
2018 [16]. YOLOv3 has been improved from the previous version with a high accuracy of classifying the 
objects. To predict the score for the objects for each bounding box, YOLOv3 uses logistic regression and also 
used independent logistic classifiers for each box to predict the classes of the bounding box which may 
contain an object instead of softmax. YOLOv3 uses the Darknet-53 network [16] for feature extractor which 
has 53 convolutional layers which showed in Figure 2. 
One of the challenging problems in the field of object detection and machine learning is assisting 
people who visually impaired. Many researchers proposed their work which aims to help visually impaired in 
daily life. Patient monitoring framework in telemedicine system was presented in different scenarios [17]. A 
greedy algorithm was developed to design cascade for applied real-time text detector for the visually 
impaired [18]. Arakeri et al. proposed a raspberry pi with NoIR camera to captures the readable material 
around the visually impaired and used a speech synthesis to generate sound in regional language [19]. Fink 
and Humayun [20], and more researcher [21, 22] presented the invention for the visually impaired. A digital 
camera mounted on the person’s eye or head is used to take snapshots of an image on demand and provided 
to an image processing algorithm. Edge detection techniques are used to identify the object in the image and 
classified the known object by artificial neural networks that have been trained. The invention could 
determine the size, distance from another object and announced the computer-based voice synthesizer to 
describe the descriptive sentence for the blind. Tapu et al. [23] introduced a real-time obstacle detection and 
classification to assist visually impaired people in indoor and outdoor environments by handling a 
smartphone device with the help of a chest-mounted harness. The authors proposed the step of object 
detection by extract an image grid and using the multiscale Lucas Kanade algorithm to track the interested 
point. Then, estimate the motion classes with an agglomerative clustering technique to classify into clusters 
and refined them with the K-NN algorithm. The step of moving object classification incorporates the HOG 
descriptor into the bag of visual words (BoVW) retrieval framework. The results of the experiment in 
different environments achieved high accuracy rates and efficient to a blind person. The AI assistant through 
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an android mobile application for visually impaired was proposed by [24]. The group of researchers had 
focused their idea on image recognition, currency recognition, text recognition, chatbot and voice assistant by 
using voice command via interaction with the environment. Their application was developed on the google 
cloud platform which used cloud API libraries. Convolution neural networks for object detection systems for 
visually impaired or blind people were continually improved. Convolutional neural network and Haar 
cascade classifiers were compared by Shah et al. [25] to conduct a suitable algorithm to assist the visually 
impaired or blind person for a real-time scenario. The dataset used in the training process of CNN was 
COCO 2017. The experiment was conducted that CNN is more high accuracy to detect multiple objects than 
Haar cascade for real-time applications. Bianco et al. [26] presented a category-based image quality 
assessment named DeepBIQ that used to extract features from a CNN fine-tuned for image quality task. The 
group of researchers [27] used the single shot multibox detector (SSD) in their system to identified objects 
after a webcam captured a real-time scene and extracted. Raspberry Pi 3 was used as a prototype, and the 
audio-based detector was generated the detection information as sound to the connected headphone. The 
model was worked well although offline condition compared with fast R-CNN. An experiment of object 
detection and localization in the street environment model was proposed by [28]. The pre-trained model 
based on faster R-CNN was used with the COCO dataset while transfer learning was fine-tuned. The self-
made dataset was acquired from the internet in different kinds include the object in the urban street. They 






Figure 2. Darknet-53 architecture [16] 
 
 
In a single-stage object detection network, there are much interesting research and its applications: 
Detecting obstacles with the light field camera was proposed by [29]. YOLO, deep learning was used to 
classify objects in the image under the indoor environment into categories. The group of researchers had 
presented that the obstacle was accurately classified and was getting a high accuracy in size and their 
position. Human action recognition with YOLO object detection in the frame of the video was used by [30] 
with the LIRIS dataset. The proposed were presented effectively in terms of action label, confidence score, 
and localized action. YOLO and multi-task cascaded neural networking (MTCNN) structure were proposed 
by Rahman et al. [31] to implement an assistive model for visually impaired people on Raspberry Pi for 
object detection and facial recognition. The personalized dataset used in this proposed model consists of 3 
positions: left, right, and center of the new face image and the name of that image act as a label of the data. 
The model achieved 6-7 FPS with a 63-80% accuracy rate for object detection while the accuracy rate of 
facial recognition achieved an 80-100%. To improve the accuracy of face detection, Garg et al. [32] used the 
YOLO framework on face detection dataset and benchmark (FDDB) dataset to train their proposed work. A 
model compared the execution time and the performance on two different machines. After fine-tuning all 
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parameters and the suitable values of the proposed model, the accuracy was compared with Harr cascade and 
R-CNN algorithms. To improve the YOLOv2 structure for pedestrian detection, Lan et al. [33] proposed a 
YOLO-R structure which added three layers of pedestrian feature in front of the deep YOLOv2 network and 
also changed the passthrough layers to increase the ability of the network. The results of the proposed model 
had shown the high accuracy of pedestrian detection while the false rate and the miss rate was reduced, 
compared with the YOLOv2 network on the INRIA dataset. A real-time face detection model was proposed 
by Wang, and Jiachun [34] on the WIDER FACE dataset with the YOLO algorithm. The 20 various images 
size were selected from three datasets: Celeb Faces, FDDB, and WIDER FACE dataset to use for a testing 
phase in the proposed model. They had shown the high-speed rate of detection, reduced error rate and strong 
robustness of the YOLOv3 compared with traditional algorithms. To handle a real-time object detection for 
non-GPU computers, the group of researchers [35] was proposed the YOLO-LITE model which the best trial 
experiment was run on the COCO dataset. They had shown that YOLO-LITE was a faster, smaller, and more 
efficient model to detect the object compared with the state of the art model in a variety of devices. A pre-
trained ssdlite_mobilenet_v2_coco_2018_05_09 model as a feature extractor was used for obstacle detection 
in sidewalks design and alert system for visually impaired people [36]. Raspberry Pi and Pi camera were used 
as hardware prototype and eSpeak was used as a speech synthesizer to represent the direction of the object by 
headphones. Whereas, the vibration sensor was activated when the object was detected and recognized. The 
application for visually impaired people for an android platform was proposed by [37]. The researchers had 
claimed that their application would be a virtual third eye for visually impaired. A suitable chest strap was 
designed to hold the phone [38]. Tiny-YOLO was used in their experiment and integrate with ARKit 
configuration to detect an object with augmented reality for iOS applications. The training period used Tiny 
YOLO with a Darknet base network on Turicreate engine and INRIA annotation for the Graz-02 dataset, 
while they tested the model by using a 100-random set of cars and bikes in different background, shape, and 
size. In their conclusion, the model could detect an object and overlayed 3D graphics at the location of an 
object in an effective way. [39] YOLOv3 algorithm was used to detect the five classes of a real-time object of 
traffic participants or road signalization in advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). The proposed system 
evaluated on NVidia GeForce GTX 1060GPU by using the weights on the COCO pre-trained model and 
trained on the Berkley deep drive dataset. The effectiveness of the proposed model had shown in the variety 
of driving conditions. 
 
 
3. RESEARCH METHOD  
The proposed ideas of our work divided into two parts: Train the detection model and then 
developed the application. Our proposed method is shown as in a Figure 3(a) and (b). Our experiment model 
was done on Google Colaboratory: Colab 12 GB-RAM GPU. First, we prepared the data used by download 
the PASCAL VOC2007 and the PASCAL VOC2012 from The PASCAL Visual Object Classes Homepage. 
The two datasets have twenty object classes that have been selected are: 
 Person: Person 
 Animal: Bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep 
 Vehicle: Airplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, train 
 Indoor: Bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, sofa, television/monitor 
The PASCAL VOC2007 have train/validation: 9,963 images containing 24,640 annotated objects 
and PASCAL VOC2012 have train/ validation: 11,530 images containing 27,450 ROI annotated objects and 
6,929 segmentations. The two datasets have been split into 50% for training/validation and 50% for testing. 
In our experiment, we combined two dataset together as a dataset for training set and used PASCAL 
VOC2007 test set for data testing set. Second, train YOLOv3 by using Darknet on Colab with the dataset we 
prepared from the process above and then validate with testing dataset. The YOLOv3 structure shown as 






Figure 3. Proposed method (a) Train the detection model, and (b) The prototype of detection application 
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Figure 4. The YOLOv3 structure 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
From our proposed methodology above, after training the YOLOv3 with the dataset prepared above, 
a detection model had been as an output. So, we export the model from Google COLAB to our local drive. 
Then, we developed a prototype of an application on a smartphone which installed the obstacle detection 
model. We designed the user interface (UI) in a simple way and used eSpeak as a function to generate the 
audio output. The eSpeak is open-source software that synthesizes text to speech in English and other 
languages. The example of the indoor and outdoor images we captured in the real-time view or in the real 






Figure 5. The example of the image in the real situation 
 
 
The captured image was then forwarded to the obstacle detection model to classify the object. After 
that, the system showed the class of the output it detected and generated a voice synthesis of the detected 
object to notify or assist the visually impaired or blind people to identify the object. The output of the system 
shown in Figure 6(a) and 6(b). 
The prototype of the obstacle detection system on the screen of the smartphone shown in Figure 7. 
The experimental in real situation results based on YOLOv3 showed a high speed and also high detection 
accuracy in the real-time view. The proposed model of the obstacle detection system on a smartphone will be 
assisting visually impaired people about the surrounding environment. 
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In this paper, we have introduced a novel framework of an application on a smartphone for obstacle 
detection and classification which based on deep learning: YOLOv3. Our proposed application on a 
smartphone works in real-time to capture an image and forward it to the obstacle detection system. The 
experiment results prove the effectiveness of the system which not only able to show the output of the 
obstacle detected and can classify the name in the class of the obstacle but also can generate the audio output 
in their own languages. An application of obstacle detection and classification for visually impaired people 
will be a benefit in safety and comfort for a better quality of living in daily life. In our future works, we will 
study the distance between visually impaired people and obstacles. We plan to study a similar triangle, 
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